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Only the two Germanies signed the Basic Treaty at the end of 1972; yet 
the origins of this treaty were anything but bilateral. Like so much else in 
the Cold War, this accord represented the interaction between many lay-
ers: the local grievances of Berliners concerned with issues of family 
reunification and transit rights; the ambitions of the leaders of both halves 
of divided Germany; and the pressures of global superpower competi-
tion. In order to understand the Basic Treaty, it is necessary to understand 
all of these levels. This essay will, first, provide an overview of what the 
treaty accomplished on a practical level; second, discuss one particularly 
illuminating controversy, the question of emigration; and finally, show 
how this controversy reveals the impact of the international context on 
the Basic Treaty.

I. The Treaty

On December 21, 1972, the lead GDR negotiator, Michael Kohl, and Chan-
cellor Willy Brandt’s close aide, Egon Bahr, signed the Basic Treaty in East 
Berlin. It would be misleading to describe the signing, which was soon 
overshadowed by the United States’ Christmas bombing of Hanoi, as a 
joyous occasion and a great triumph. Plans to have more senior figures— 
such as Brandt himself and SED leader Erich Honecker—sign the accord 
had fallen victim to squabbling. The treaty itself, rather than representing 
a new breakthrough, instead instituted acceptance of the sad realities of 
the Cold War.

Nonetheless, the merits of the Basic Treaty deserve recognition. The 
details of the treaty itself have been analyzed elsewhere. The question 
here is: what was its overall significance in terms of international relations?4 Through complex and often contentious talks, the two states on 
either side of the Cold War front line had effectively reached a modus 
vivendi. With this accord, Bonn and East Berlin recognized that the di-
vision of Germany would remain in place for the foreseeable future (even 
if West Germany avoided including any formal recognition of the GDR as 
a sovereign state) and established a basis for regulating the practical 
problems caused by that division.

The Basic Treaty also decreased the chance for conflict between the 
two Germanies by codifying a number of contentious issues. It formally
stated the commitment of both Germanies to the principle of non-violence in their dealings with one another. It indicated both sides’ willingness to try to promote peaceful relations in Europe as a whole. Both Germanies agreed generally to respect each other’s autonomy in internal issues. Various appendices indicated more specific intentions, such as to increase trade and ease traffic and postal flows. The two states also agreed to exchange “permanent representations,” or missions, that would essentially be quasi-embassies. For all its shortcomings, the treaty provided a framework and institutions for resolving German-German conflicts in the future, thereby reducing the chances that such conflicts would escalate.

Strangely, the signing of the Basic Treaty did not signal the end of the negotiations surrounding it. Follow-up talks continued throughout 1973. Ostensibly, these talks were to discuss remaining technical questions. However, they did not confine themselves to minor issues. Instead, these post-Basic Treaty follow-up talks revealed the impact of the international context. They did so by exposing the darker aspects of questions of human rights, and of trade and financial transfers between the FRG and GDR.

II. Controversy over Emigration

In the 1960s, West Germany had established a practice of essentially buying the freedom of political prisoners and other would-be émigrés from the GDR. By the time the Wall came down, the FRG had spent over DM 3.5 billion to secure the release of roughly 34,000 prisoners along with reuniting approximately 250,000 families divided by the Wall. Until the time of the Basic Treaty, such dealings occurred primarily along a shadowy back channel. Both West and East German negotiators referred to this channel as the “lawyer level” because of the involvement of attorneys such as Wolfgang Vogel of East Berlin. The East German secret security service, the Stasi, was heavily involved in this matter as well. On the West German side, such dealings were largely the responsibility of the Ministry for All-German (Gesamtdeutsch)—later Intra-German (Innerdeutsch)—Affairs.

In all such dealings, two SED concerns—worry about the effects of increased humanitarian concessions and desire to secure economic gain—stood in conflict with one another. Eventually, the latter gained the upper hand. East Berlin decided to use humanitarian concessions as bargaining chips. For example, when Basic Treaty talks had bogged down, the GDR announced its willingness to issue an amnesty to some prisoners on or near its anniversary holiday, October 7, 1972. It also offered to release from GDR citizenship those East Germans who had fled to the West and had become FRG citizens; such a move would enable them to travel back into the East without fear of being repatriated against their will.
In one of its most cynical moves, the SED also used children as bargaining chips. East German negotiator Michael Kohl made an offer to Bahr in October 1972 to allow roughly three hundred children and minors to join family members in the West. SED documents show that Bahr knew this was not a gift. He replied that, “in conjunction with the exit of the children, certain transfer payments probably should be made.”5 Yet problems became apparent just before the signing. According to Kohl, in a conversation on December 12, 1972, Bahr complained that not all of the children on the list were actually being allowed to emigrate. Showing that he knew where to apply pressure, Bahr pointed out that the FRG had a sum of about DM 60–70 million “on ice,” but that its release to the GDR was dependent on a satisfactory resolution to the issue of the children’s emigration.6

In the same conversation, Bahr also complained about the hindrance of the emigration to West Germany by GDR citizens who had previously received permission to leave. In some cases, these would-be emigrants had already sold their worldly possessions and literally sat on packed suitcases. Stories of their plight made it into the West German press, where they became colloquially known as the Kofferfälle, or “suitcase cases.”7 The extent of the problem was made clear in a telegram to Kohl from the head of the West German chancellery, Horst Ehmke. In it, Ehmke complained that there were 2,700 to 3,000 cases in which individuals with exit visas suddenly found themselves unable to leave.8

Even more mysteriously, by the end of June 1973, this issue had suddenly evaporated.9 What had happened between the end of April, when the blockage seemed to be an intractable problem, and the end of June? SED documents strongly suggest that one must look beyond German-German politics to find all the factors involved in bringing about an end to the emigration blockages.10 It was not only the West Germans who were getting the impression that the SED regime was trying to use the would-be emigrants as pawns in its effort to secure Basic Treaty ratification as well as secure UN membership for the GDR. The Soviets seem to have felt the same way.

Surveying the political horizon from a different perspective, Moscow had other concerns that it considered to be more important. Détente with the United States had become increasingly problematic. Despite strong internal resistance from Henry Kissinger, the American senator Henry Jackson insisted in late 1972 and early 1973 on linking trade relations with the USSR, specifically the grant of Most Favored Nation (MFN) status, to an easing of restrictions on Jewish emigration. The legislative manifestation was the Jackson-Vanik amendment.11 As a result, the Soviets did not receive MFN status; officially, they withdrew their request.
More importantly, the Soviets continued to express worry to the SED about China throughout the spring of 1973. Only two months before SPD parliamentary faction leader Herbert Wehner’s May 1973 visit to Honecker, Brezhnev told East German Chairman of the Council of Ministers, Willi Stoph, that “the Chinese are conducting politics that are dangerous and harmful to us all.” He added cryptically, “they are threatening us with reference to the American fleet.” Brezhnev then made clear that the Soviets were also worried about the situation in Vietnam, which remained unsettled despite the Paris Accords between the United States and the North Vietnamese, and also about the stability of the Brandt government. Brezhnev himself argued that “one must support Brandt.”

As a consequence of all of these concerns, Brezhnev made it perfectly clear that the SED needed to be more forthcoming in its dealings with the West Germans. Brezhnev told the SED in late March 1973 that the party had to “re-think the issue […] of allowing families to reunite.” Essentially, he created a direct link between the global concerns of the country he headed and the fate of a few hundred families divided by the German-German border.

Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko found it necessary to remind the SED of these concerns in mid-May during a visit to East Berlin with Brezhnev. He told the GDR to re-think its hard-line stance. The Stasi summary of his reasoning is quite brief: “take no risks (Chinese).”

A note from Egon Bahr to Willy Brandt at this time reported that, according to Bahr’s informants from the Soviet Union, Moscow had given up hope of improving relations with the Chinese. Brezhnev himself, en route to visit Bonn, spoke at length with Honecker about the long list of Soviet geopolitical concerns. As he told Honecker, the most frightening aspect about China was not merely its possession of nuclear weapons; after all, the United States had them as well, and the USSR had its own arsenal. Rather, “the most horrible, frightening, and dangerous thing is that the current Maoist leadership has wholly and completely betrayed Marxism-Leninism and will sign a treaty with any old imperialist state, with Bonn and France, with the main goal of harming the Soviet Union.” In other words, Brezhnev was more worried about the Chinese because of their hostile intentions than he was about the Americans.

III. The International Context

Brezhnev’s comments about China in this context were the most blunt that he had ever made. Yet, by taking a longer view of the German-German relations, it becomes apparent that Soviet fear of China had been building for years. It had made a significant impact on its conduct of foreign policy toward Europe for much of the détente era.
In fact, to an extent not appreciated until archival documentation became available, there was a striking parallel between the superpowers’ attitudes towards Europe. Nixon and Kissinger wanted to stabilize international relations in Europe so that they could turn their attention toward the goal of withdrawing from Vietnam with honor; Brezhnev similarly sought stability in Europe due to his own worry over conflict in Asia, namely fear of armed combat with China.

The parallel nature of these “Asian worries” had striking practical effects. Both superpowers worried about their respective German ally showing too much initiative at a time when stability in Europe was at a premium. For example, after the SED leadership agreed in 1970 to allow Willy Brandt to travel on to GDR soil for a meeting in Erfurt, it then watched in horror as he was warmly welcomed by East German crowds. Because of the reception accorded to Brandt, Moscow began to get more actively involved in the conduct of German-German relations, with the goal of preventing a repetition. President Nixon rightly surmised that the Brandt visit had “scare[d] hell out of the Soviets.”

However, these events caused not a little anxiety in Washington as well. Willy Brandt’s eager outreach to East European nations deeply worried Kissinger and Nixon. In the 1960s, United States leaders had accused the Germans of not keeping pace with détente developments and of “obstructing or retarding the solution of important East-West issues.”

Hence, when the new Brandt government evinced willingness to implement détente measures of its own, the West could hardly complain. On top of this, Brandt claimed to view the division of Germany not as a territorial but rather as a human rights issue, thereby offering “an unobjectionable political and moral rationale” for his Eastern policies.

However, during the early 1970s, Henry Kissinger was involved in an incredibly complicated game of international political chess. Via shuttle diplomacy, with only a small staff, Kissinger was trying to manage simultaneously policy toward the Soviet Union, China, the Middle East, and Vietnam. Moreover, rather than seeking help from the State Department or the Joint Chiefs, he was going out of his way to exclude them from the decision-making process. The Joint Chiefs were actually reduced to spying on him to find out what he was doing.

As a result, Kissinger did not want Willy Brandt causing any unnecessary complications for his plans. Kissinger’s worry was not so much that Brandt would intentionally destroy the Western alliance. Rather, he was concerned about what Brandt might unintentionally do. Brandt’s one brief visit to the GDR had caused large protests. If he continued his policy of Ostpolitik, might it lead to massive outbursts of nationalism? What would they imply for the status quo? Would Soviet tanks roll into divided Germany? What would the Western response be?
Kissinger did not want to open that can of worms at a time when he had, in his view, more pressing issues in Vietnam and China to manage. He wanted to “checkmate” the Soviet Union by setting up an alliance with China, and, thus secured, withdraw from Vietnam from a position of strength. However, if Brandt were to conduct policy toward the Soviet Bloc on his own, that might imply weakness in the Western alliance.

The story of Kissinger’s diplomacy is well known; what has been less well known is the Soviet counterpart to it. Moscow was horrified to find in March 1969 that the Chinese would not shy away from actual combat over border disputes.26 Fighting broke out at the Ussuri River and continued throughout the year. China was also willing to fight a war of words. During the 24th Party Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, held from March 30 to April 9, 1971, the Chinese press launched an astonishingly hostile press campaign against the USSR. Moreover, Kissinger would soon, on his own visit to China few months later, discover that the Chinese leadership had built underground shelters in Peking because of their anxiety about the Soviet aggression.27 Meanwhile, Soviet rhetoric matched the Chinese press in its escalatory language. The informational material for the Soviet party congress, distributed to the heads of Warsaw Pact delegations in attendance in Moscow, painted a grim picture. It reported that “the atomic bomb” was hanging over Chinese-Soviet relations.28

As a result, Henry Kissinger’s strategy of “checkmating” the Soviet Union by strengthening ties with China turned out to be very beneficial for Europe. Concerned that it would soon be facing war in Asia, Moscow was eager to maintain quiet on the European “front” via treaties and negotiations. The example cited above (of Brezhnev’s intervention in the German-German emigration debate surrounding the Basic Treaty) was far from unique. Right from the beginning of the German-German negotiations, Soviet attitudes toward China had been a factor.

One of the clearest examples of the impact is to be found in a private communication between Brandt and Egon Bahr. At the time of writing this letter, Bahr was in Moscow, negotiating what would become the 1970 accord between West Germany and the Soviet Union. He took time to write a very telling letter to Brandt, which he had hand-carried back to Bonn from Moscow. The letter concluded with the sentence “I would prefer that you destroy this.”

Bahr informed Brandt that he had discovered a raw nerve. He had mentioned China in a discussion and suddenly floodgates of insecurity opened. Moscow was “absolutely convinced that the Chinese want war.” As Bahr saw it, the Soviets believed the Chinese needed war because “they have too many people.” A complete lack of any kind of intelligence operation in China, reported Bahr, exacerbated Moscow’s fears. His So-
viet counterparts were also telling him that “the Americans are probably much further along with the Chinese than either of us [the USSR and FRG] suspect.” Bahr concluded that the Chinese situation clearly made the Russians interested in a rapprochement with the West.29

IV. Conclusion

From the initial contact of the new Brandt government with the Soviets in early 1970, until the signing of the Basic Treaty, Soviet fear of China remained an important factor in shaping German-German relations. Due to the brevity of space, only a few examples of this dynamic have been cited above. Interested readers may wish to read about these examples at greater length.30

As a result, when considering this supposedly bilateral Basic Treaty, it is essential to place it in the context of Cold War international politics. Without the Soviet Union (paradoxically) supporting West German calls for greater SED flexibility, Brandt and Bahr would have had a much more difficult time extracting concessions from the East Germans. The Basic Treaty is a case study of the way in which local and even individual concerns, such as the desire of a family to win their child back, intersect with global concerns – such as the Sino-Soviet rivalry. This tight interconnection was, I would submit, one of the defining characteristics of the Cold War, and it is clearly visible in the case study of the Basic Treaty.
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